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A beautiful Easter Sunday afternoon brought out seven shooters to try their hand at the inaugural Sanners 
Easter Egg Silhouette match!  Instead of the usual metallic animal targets at 40, 60, 77, and 100 meters, we 
aimed at much smaller egg-shaped silhouette targets (about 1.4” wide by 1 .75” tall) at the same distances but 
off the bench.  No special equipment allowed, either...we had to use the regular Sanners rifle range rests and 
sandbags.    After giving everybody plenty of time to sight in their rifle at the different distances, the clock was 
started and the egg roll was on!   
 
It was a tight race for the top with only 8 eggs separating the top four shooters...but when the yolk settled it was 
Mark Swierczek on top with 37 eggs tossed off their stands.  Breaking some eggs right behind him in second 
place was Jake Swierczek with 35 hits, while Jason Mooney cracked the top three with eggzactly 32 hits.  Not 
rolling over easy were the Gissiners, with Dean shooting the first relay and then egging on Carrie Lee in the 
second, only to have an eggstatic Carrie poach the coach to take 4th place while Dean shelled out some shells to 
take 5th!  Rounding out the hard boiled shooters was Tom Vandenberg who scrambled to overcome a goose egg 
at 100 meters to nab 6th place.  Not to be underdone, Terry Wanner vowed to return and bring his scores sunny 
side up!   
 
See all of the eggzellent scores below:       
 
 

Place Name Rifle 40m 60m  77m  100m  Total 
1 Mark Swierczek Anschutz 1416 10 10 8 9 37 

2 Jake Swierczek Savage MK2 BTV  10 10 7 8 35 

3 Jason Mooney Kimber Gov’t Model 82 10 10 8 4 32 

4 Carrie Lee Gissiner Ruger 10/22 9 7 10 3 29 

5 Dean Gissiner Ruger 10/22 9 6 4 3 23 

6 Tom Vandenberg Ruger 10/22 Takedown 3 6 1 0 10 

7 Terry Wanner Sig 522 Target 2 2 1 2 7 
    

 
Thanks to everybody for coming out, shooting the match, and helping with setup and teardown.  Given how 
much fun everybody had during this match, we’ll plan to do a few more egg matches this year amongst the 
regular silhouette matches.  Stay tuned for more info!    
 

 
 



 


